Rapid Workspace Reconfiguration

Retrofit. Reconfigure. Reinvent.
The COVID-19 pandemic is changing the workplace forever. Everyone’s top priority is to bring people back to work as responsibly as possible.
But everyone is rethinking the office environment to enable people to create, connect, and collaborate, but to also be safe.
We’re here to help you navigate what’s next, whether it’s reconfiguring an open-office floorplan to establish six-feet distances, moving existing
workspaces, or creating new workspaces. A complete overhaul of your workplace may not be necessary, but a few changes can create an
environment where workers can be comfortable, productive, and socially distanced.

Workspaces

Presence Detectors

Wireless/Networking

Make the most of your existing workspace as
effectively and economically as possible.

Smart lights can indicate when it is safe to enter a
coffee, copy, or meeting room for safe distancing.

Add or extend wireless capacity to offices to make
it easier for team members to work safely.

• Create new workspaces

• Install smart light switches/sensors

• Extend Wi-Fi in existing office areas

• Reconfigure existing workspaces

• Replace light switches with smart sensors

• Add Wi-Fi to new office workspaces/rooms

• Install partitions

• Install social distancing monitors

• Upgrade Wi-Fi capabilities

• Move/remove/install cabling/wiring

• Move/reconfigure work area lighting

• Increase network capacity

• Use existing cabling/patch cords

• Track number/movement of people

• Install smart technology
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Rapid Workspace Reconfiguration
Be Safe. Be Connected. Be Responsible.
When planning how to best reopen your office, partner with the experts. We can help you reconfigure, retrofit, and reinvent your workspace in the most
economical and effective way possible. Please reach out to us at contact@Blackbox.com or call us at 855-324-9909 to start your office reconfiguration.

Before

After

A client commented on Black Box’s support for their office reconfiguration:
“	 My thanks to all. This type of response is extraordinary in normal circumstances. To do it during a pandemic
is unimaginable. We truly appreciate the efforts of all (and I know there are many) that made this happen.”
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